
October is Family History Month, a perfect time to start the rewarding journey of exploring your roots and preserving
the stories that connect generations. NewspaperArchive is a valuable resource for family history research, offering
access to a vast collection of historical newspapers. Here are some ideas to help you get started using NewspaperArchive
for your research:

1. **Start with Known Ancestors**: Begin by searching for newspapers related to your known ancestors. Look for
obituaries, birth announcements, marriage records, or any significant life events.

2. **Create a Research Plan**: Before you start searching, create a research plan. Outline what specific information
you're looking for, including names, dates, and locations.

3. **Use Advanced Search Filters**: Take advantage of NewspaperArchive's advanced search filters. You can filter
results by date range, location, newspaper title, and more to narrow down your search.

4. **Search by Location**: If you're researching a particular region or town, search for newspapers published in that
location. Local papers often contain valuable genealogical information.

5. **Search by Date Range**: Set a specific date range when searching for newspaper articles. This can help you focus on
the time period relevant to your research.

6. **Utilize Clippings and Favorite Pages**: Save entire pages or clip articles for future reference. These features allow
users to store important findings.

7. **Take Advantage of Help & Video Tutorials**: Explore the help pages and video tutorials provided by
NewspaperArchive to maximize your research capabilities on the site.
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Bulk Upload
Why go one by one when you can upload memories in bulk? Here are the top 3 reasons using bulk upload
for photos is a game-changer:
**Efficiency:** Save time and effort by uploading multiple photos at once, ensuring your entire collection is
preserved.
**Secure Preservation:** Safeguard your family's precious memories in a central, secure location,
protecting them for future generations.
**Complete Narratives:** Add photos to tell richer, more detailed stories about your ancestors' lives.

If you are a current NewspaperArchive subscriber, Storied is included FREE as part of your subscription.
Just head to Storied and login with your NewspaperArchive credentials. Check it out!

STORIED SPOTLIGHT

FAMILY HISTORY

EXPLORE THE COLLECTION

Researching obituaries just got a whole lot easier.
Download our FREE Obituary Research Log and start
documenting key details, sources, and notes in an
organized and efficient manner. It's the perfect tool to help
you piece together your family's history.

Don't miss out on this valuable resource – grab your free
Obituary Research Log now and take your genealogy
journey to the next level! 

To make your experience even more enriching and
enjoyable, we're excited to share our newest YouTube
tutorial. In this video, we will walk you through
advanced search features, giving you the tools to dig
deeper into our vast newspaper collection. Whether
you're a seasoned researcher or a beginner, our step-
by-step guide will help you refine your search skills
and uncover those hidden gems.

Make sure to subscribe to our YouTube channel for
more NewspaperArchive tutorials!

https://storied.com/resources/education/
https://youtu.be/r2mVtdJm2Ac?si=pAFxx5KxlisafPkO
https://storied.com/
https://storied.com/resources/education/
https://youtu.be/r2mVtdJm2Ac?si=pAFxx5KxlisafPkO
https://youtu.be/kL2n_byCQH4?si=YpGR_mgm3NVHtuSO
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Provo, UT
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https://newspaperarchive.com/search/location/us/nm/santa-fe/santa-fe-new-mexican/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=sep_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/search/location/us/nc/greenville/daily-reflector/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=sep_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/search/location/us/pa/gettysburg/gettysburg-times/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=sep_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/gettysburg-adams-centinel-oct-08-1823-p-1/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=oct_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/gettysburg-adams-centinel-oct-08-1823-p-1/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=oct_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/gettysburg-adams-centinel-oct-08-1823-p-1/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=oct_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/other-articles-clipping-oct-31-1873-4107362/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=oct_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/other-articles-clipping-oct-31-1873-4107362/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=oct_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/joplin-globe-oct-05-1998-p-6/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=oct_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/joplin-globe-oct-05-1998-p-6/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=oct_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/other-articles-clipping-oct-11-1948-4107344/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=oct_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/other-articles-clipping-oct-11-1948-4107344/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=oct_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/other-articles-clipping-oct-21-1973-4107336/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=oct_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/other-articles-clipping-oct-21-1973-4107336/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=oct_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/search/location/us/wv/bluefield/bluefield-daily-telegraph/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=oct_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/search/location/us/tx/seguin/seguin-gazette/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=oct_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/other-articles-clipping-oct-29-1923-4107354/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=oct_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/other-articles-clipping-oct-29-1923-4107354/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=oct_2023
https://newspaperarchive.com/search/location/us/ut/provo/utah-provo-daily-herald/?itm_medium=content&itm_source=na_newsletter&itm_campaign=oct_2023

